
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a store design. Please review the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for store design

Elevates Designers and the Brand
Creates a culture of Design within the studio
Sets goals for the designers and work groups, develops the organization and
capability, and models how we work together
Communicates a design strategy and direction and ensures clear
understanding of strategy, priorities and business impact to the team
Acts as contact for all users on system issues or problems related to
contracting and payment of invoices
Maintains systems configurations, documentation and procedures, such as
user setups and interface administration for departmental computing or non-
enterprise systems
Works with IT partners, functional and business systems analysts, customers
and vendors on medium sized projects to coordinate system and business
process enhancements
Works with IT partners, functional and business systems analysts, customers
and vendors on moderately complex projects to coordinate system and
business process enhancements
Acts as an advocate for international market store design needs by
strategically leading the planning, development and implementation of
programs that impact the store environment
Collaborate with affiliate design teams on global execution, guidelines and
approvals
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Excellent communication skills in both verbal and through drawing
Minimum 8 years of retail store design experience- with 3-4 years of
supervisory experience
Excellent interpersonal and communication skills to work multiple business
partners and cross-functional teams
Communication and follow up with all stake holders is a must
Experience on CAD programs preferably on Macintosh platform, and skilled
in VectorWorks and Photoshop
Boosts and supports initiatives and changes, and able to lead and act on the
set direction


